ALYSSA BERRY
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF ALYSSA’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
• Went on a hike up Montserrat
• Explored the city of Zaragoza
• Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcotada
• Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT ALYSSA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
• Management and Ethics
• Barcelona & the Spanish Civil War
• Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
• Nursing Foundations II: Health Promotion and Risk Reduction

Exploring Zaragoza

Barcelona International College (BIC)
CARA MILLER
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF CARA’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
• Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
• Explored the city of Zaragoza
• Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcotada
• Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT CARA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
• Spanish Language and Culture
• Barcelona & the Spanish Civil War
• Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
• Nursing Foundations II: Health Promotion and Risk Reduction
LAURA RIPLEY  
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF LAURA’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
• Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
• Explored the city of Zaragoza
• Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcots
• Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT LAURA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
• Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
• Nursing Foundations II: Health Promotion and Risk Reduction
• Barcelona and the Spanish Civil War
• Spanish Language and Culture Class
BRIANNA DAO
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF BRIANNA’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
• Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
• Explored the city of Zaragoza
• Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcotada
• Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT BRIANNA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
• Spanish Language and Culture
• Barcelona & the Spanish Civil War
• Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
• Nursing Foundations II: Health Promotion and Risk Reduction
JESSICA CASTLEMAN
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF JESSICA’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
- Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
- Explored the city of Zaragoza
- Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcotada
- Toured the historical Gothic District

CLASSES THAT JESSICA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
- Spanish Language and Culture
- Barcelona & the Spanish Civil War
- Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
- Nursing Foundation II: Health Promotions and Risk Reduction

Jessica in Zaragoza

Jessica becoming one with art!

Barcelona International College (BIC)

Barcelona’s Study Abroad, Internship, and Customized Program Experts

www.BarcelonaSAE.com
JULIA NYKAZA
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE'S A SNAPSHOT OF JULIA'S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
• Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
• Explored the city of Zaragoza
• Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcots
• Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT JULIA IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
• Pathophysiology & Pharmacology II
• Nursing Foundations II: health Promotion and Risk Reduction
• Barcelona & the Spanish Civil War
• Spanish Language and Culture Class

Hiking Tibidabo!

Posing with the Cat of Raval

Barcelona International College (BIC)
TAYLOR NIMRICK
Illinois Wesleyan University

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF TAYLOR’S BARCELONA EXPERIENCE SO FAR:
- Went on a cultural hike up Tibidabo
- Explored the city of Zaragoza
- Ate a typical Catalan meal called Calcotada
- Toured the unique Dali Museum

CLASSES THAT TAYLOR IS ENROLLED IN THIS SPRING:
- Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II
- Nursing Foundations II: Health Promotion and Risk Reduction
- Barcelona and the Spanish Civil War
- Civilizacion y Cultura espanola

Barcelona’s Study Abroad, Internship, and Customized Program Experts
www.BarcelonaSAE.com